UMD Libraries Research & Innovative Practice Forum
June 8, 2017 • 9:00 AM – 3:00 PM • McKeldin Library

9:00 AM

- MCK 6107
  Welcome & Keynote Address
  Advocacy by Design: Moving Between Theory and Practice
  Purdom Lindblad

10:00 – 10:10 AM

- BREAK

10:10 – 10:40 AM

- MCK 6103
  Student-Centered Teaching Strategies for One-shot Information Literacy Instruction
  Lindsay Inge, Erin Durham, Catherine Fravel

- MCK 6107
  Spotlight on Digital Data Services: Entrepreneurship and Revenue Generation in Digital Systems and Stewardship
  Ben Wallberg, Kate Dohe

- MCK 7121
  Ditch the Survey? Lessons Learned From a Qualitative Research Study
  Andy Horbal

- MCK 6137 – COFFEE LOUNGE

10:40 – 11:10 AM

- MCK 6103
  Sharing Success: Using a Teacher Training Program to Improve Information Literacy Instruction and Support MLIS Students
  Rachel Gammons, Lindsey Inge
10:40 – 11:10 AM (cont’d)

- MCK 6107
  Assessing Effectiveness of Communication and Collaboration Platforms at USMAI Partner Campuses
  *Joseph Koivisto, David Dahl, Heidi Hanson*

- MCK 7121 – LIGHTNING TALKS
  TLS Undergraduate Research Workshop Series
  *Catherine Fravel, Erin Durham*

- MCK 6137 – COFFEE LOUNGE

11:10-11:20 AM

- BREAK

11:20 – 11:50 AM

- MCK 6103
  Instructor Use of and Preferences for Educational Streaming Video Resources
  *Andy Horbal*

- MCK 6107
  The Writer's Voice: The Sound Recordings of Katherine Anne Porter
  *Eric Cartier*

- MCK 7121 – QUIET ROOM

- MCK 6137 – COFFEE LOUNGE

11:50 – 12:20

- MCK 6103
  Recovering Women’s Lives in Digital Worlds: An Undergraduate Teaching Collaboration in Primary Source Literacy and Research
  *Elizabeth Novara*

- MCK 6107
  Can Google Scholar Give Us Everything We Need? Evaluation of Research Literature Databases for Subject Scope and Search Retrieval in the Sciences
  *Stephanie Ritchie, Kelly Banyas*
11:50 – 12:20 (cont’d)

- MCK 7121 – QUIET ROOM
- MCK 6137 – COFFEE LOUNGE

12:20 – 1:20 PM

- MCK 6137 – LUNCH & POSTER SESSION
  - The SCUA Researcher Snapshot: Collection Users and Usage
    Amanda Hawk
  - Using the Memory Lab: Values, Impacts, and Discourses
    Amy Wickner
  - Participatory Learning Strategies for One-Shot Instructions Sessions
    Erin Durham
  - Archiving Punk at SCPA
    John Davis
  - Blind Spots, Gaps, and Unexpected Traffic: A (brief) history of the transition to Google Tag Manager and new approaches to improved MD-SOAR analytics
    Joseph Koivisto
  - Fedora Repository Work
    Joshua Westgard
  - The Network Visualization and Analysis of Twitter Followers: Gordon W. Prange Collection
    Kana Jenkins
  - Terps Publish: A Student Publication Fair
    Kate Dohe, Terry Owen, Anne Turkos, Eric Bartheld
  - An Update on the BTAA Geoportal Workflow, Holdings, and Interface
    Kelley O’Neal, Bria Parker, Karen Majewicz
  - Research as Teaching
    Kelly Banyas, Rachel Gammons
  - Reserves Unreserved
    Madhu Singh, Toni Negro, Emily Spangler
  - Embargoes for UMD Theses & Dissertations: Workflows & Trends
    Terry Owen
1:20 – 1:50 PM

- MCK 6103
  Assessing the Faculty Mentoring Program at the University of Maryland Libraries
  *Eric Cartier and Sharon Epps, with Cindy Frank, Joseph Koivisto, Vin Novara, Maggie Saponaro, Nedelina Tchangalova*

- MCK 6107
  The Recusant Print Network Project, Phase I
  *Jordan Sly*

- MCK 7121 – QUIET ROOM

- MCK 6137 – COFFEE LOUNGE

1:50 – 2:20 PM

- MCK 6103
  Web Archiving and You
  *Amy Wickner, Joanne Archer*

- MCK 6107
  Finding, and Making, Dance in the Archive
  *Susan Wiesner*

- MCK 7121 – QUIET ROOM

- MCK 6137 – COFFEE LOUNGE

2:20 – 2:30 PM

- BREAK

2:30 – 3:00 PM

- MCK 6103 – LIGHTNING TALKS
  How and Why We Contribute to the Fedora Project
  *Joshua Westgard*

  Maryland Newspapers in Chronicling America
  *Robin Pike*
2:30 – 3:00 PM (cont’d)

- MCK 6107
  Social Media as Outreach: The Basics
  *Rebecca Wack*

- MCK 7121 – LIGHTNING TALKS
  Our Stories in Numbers
  *Lulu Barnachea*

  Using Live Polling in Instruction
  *Laura Cleary*

- MCK 6137 – COFFEE LOUNGE